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Amelia Moore is in love with an alien.His name is Braxan. He's drop-dead gorgeous, confident to
the point of cockiness and he makes love like a god. And he's saved her life too many times to
count.Amelia lives on a human colony on the planet Belzon, but was kidnapped by the repulsive
Pirgk aliens that want to destroy the peaceful settlement. Braxan saved her from them, and now
they're running together on an alien planet that seems dead set on killing them both.But Braxan isn't
just any alien. He's the most fearsome and deadly being mankind has ever encountered: an Ultra
Draco, both man and dragon. And one thing is foremost in his mind: curvy Amelia is his Fated
Mate.Amelia doesn't know how lethal he is. She just hopes they will reach her home colony before
the aliens wipe them all out. And before Braxan dies of the poisoned wound in his chest. A wound
that Amelia gave him...Alien Dragon's Mate: Braxan is a standalone full-length romance novel with
steamy scenes, a Happy Ever After and no cliffhangers!
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This book will take you on an adventure you may not want to come back from.This story will keep
you so enthralled that you won't put the book down till you are done.The characters were well

thought up and live up to their expectations in the book.Please read this book.

Alien Dragon's Mate: Braxan by Juno Wells and Luna CassiniI really enjoyed this story. It is very
engaging. The descriptions of the evil aliens, dragons, suns and moons around the planet, and the
environment on the planet are fascinating. The main characters are strong and fun to get to know.
Amelia is a very determined, protective, and courageous human woman. Braxan is a dragon shifting
alien who loves his horde of gold and gems and will do whatever is required to increase it until he
meets his mate. Once he meets Amelia, all bets are off and he becomes a very protective male
taking care of his woman.Amelia is living in a compound on a planet far from earth that is being
attacked by nasty beings. Braxan is being paid to lead his team into battle against the humans,
whom they have been told are evil. Braxan sees Amelia on the battlefield being courageous and
aiding an injured woman. He cannot bear to hurt her even though she shoots him. The rest of the
story involves the two of them trying to survive and falling in love. Quite an enjoyable plot and
characters.I received this story in exchange for an honest review.

Good book I read this a just loved the story. Amelia Moore lives on the planet whose colony is being
attacked by the Pirgk a bad alien species that wants the women to torture and rape. Amelia sees a
woman on the outside of the gates and rushes to help her.What they do not know is there is a new
enemy ones called Ultra Draco part man part dragon when one comes at them Amelia shoots him.
Braxan has been shot and now something from the wound is killing him he decides to seek out
Amelia but the Pirgk have found her can he rescue her in time? What is killing Braxan? I was gifted
a copy for an honest review.

This book was given to me that I give a true and honest review. Amelia was on a planet that her
human colonists where being attacked by the Pirgk they only seemed to want the females to rape
because they where all males. Braxan was a dragon called Ultra Draco , Dragon / man there was
only four in his crew ( Dacron,Karox and Evec) They were under the command of the Emperor to
help the Pirgk in destroying the colony by fire. Braxan met Amelia when she left the confines of the
dome in order to help a woman that had been kidnapped by the Pirgk . When Braxan saw her her
was sure she was his fated mate . But she shot him . When he got back to his ship and his crew
they took the object out but Braxan kept getting sicker . He went back to the planet in time to save
Amelia from being raped by the Pirgk . They ran to the jungle which actually was a crashed
spaceship called Marqatzo that actually had been there for hundreds of years. When they were in

the jungle they made love . But Braxan was dying from the position from when Amelia had shot him.
She thought when she found him he was dead . The Other 3 dragons found them and Dacron told
her she was the only one to save him by giving something of her to him . Read this book to find out
everything that has and will happen. You will enjoy this book.

Great new series! Loved the whole concept, Amelia is living on a planet with a human colony when
they are attacked by another alien species. When Amelia leaves the compound to rescue one of her
friends they are attacked. In comes Braxan, an Ultra Draco, who long with his fellow ultra dragons
are being paid to help the nasty aliens attack the human colony. Amelia shoots Braxan while he is in
his dragon form. Barman recognizes Amelia as his fated mate, but he returns to his ship because he
needs to have the metal rod that Amelia has shot him with removed. The story continues with
Braxan going back to try and rescue his mate from the nasty aliens. He is slowly dying from the
poison on the steel rod. There are a lot of twists and turns to this story and I could not put it down!! I
was given an ARC of this book free for an honest review. Don't miss this, you love this story!

A colonized station in space on a barren steroid planet except for a jungle on one section of the
planet . A group of alien mutants trying to destroy the station to get to the women enlisted with the
help of the dragons to capture the women . Didn't count on one of the female's being a dragons
mate . 18+

Great sci fi romance read. Collaboration between authors creates a very good storyline about girl
meets dragon. Funny great story I didn't want to put down until I was done!!! Now waiting on the
next installment.

On a alien planet far away from Earth, earthlings have build and colonized the planet. But their have
twisted grotesquely looking aliens aka science experiments terrorizing the Earthlings.There will be
alien dragons that might have came from early many thousands of years ago. An emperor Dragon
that cares for gold/gems that he will take other dragon's hoard from him if said Dragon goes against
orders. Life and death struggles for the earthlings. One human woman that will look death in the eye
before pulling the trigger.Wasn't a bad story at all and the adventures will continue on with Braxan's
formal second in command and friend Dacron the blue Dragon. Can't wait to see what happens
next.
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